Numberplate recognition
innercity Delft
The city of Delft is well-known for its liveable and
sustainable old city centre. It welcomes pedestrians
and cyclists and only allows necessary cars and
freight. Delft is introducing cameras to control
access to the city centre, starting in 2016. It is a
simple, affordable and hospitable way to control
urban traffic.

Arranging a one-day permit

Are you interested in accessing the city centre only to load and unload freight? Then you
can request a one-day permit on delft.nl/kentekentoegang. Please enter your license
plate number and the day you would like to receive the permit for. You will then receive
an e-mail confirmation of your permit and the applying regulations.
Please note: the one-day permit is not valid on Fridays between 6 and 9 PM and
Saturdays between 11 AM and 5 PM. Parking is not allowed.

Location of the cameras

Numberplate recognition takes place at the entrances of the old city centre: at the
Voorstraat, Oude Delft, Vesteplein, Molslaan, Vrouwjuttenland and Nieuwe Langendijk.

Want to know more?

Do you have any questions about the entrance to the city centre of Delft or
number plate recognition? Or are you curious how an (one-day) permit works?
Take a look at:
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Accessing the city centre is becoming easier and user-friendlier than ever.
Everyone will be able to easily enter the centre. Physical obstacles, such as bollards,
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and collision damage are no longer an
issue. We are
improving traffic flow and
decreasing traffic jams.
Punt 1: Oude Delft

How does it work?

Punt 2: Oude Kerk

delft.nl/kentekentoegang

Tip: do you have an permit and is
your license plate number changing?
Confirm your new license plate
number through delft.nl to ensure
your permit will stay valid!
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Cameras with Automatic Numberplate recognition
(ANPR)
take a picture of every
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motorised vehicle that enters the city centre. These pictures are then being compared
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to the database of permit holders. Do you have
a permit?
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you can enter the city
centre carefree.
Punt 5: Molslaan

Transition phase

Punt 6: Bastiaansplein
Are you entering the city centre without a permit? Then you will initially receive a
warning. After the start-up phase,
a fine will follow. You will get some time to get used
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to the new system. At all access points we are placing extra signage to make sure
visitors know they are entering a low-traffic zone. This way, we aim to avoid illegal
passing and penalties.

Arranging a permanent permit

Do you live in the traffic-restricted city centre? Do you have a company or do
you supply certain stores in this area? This might give you the right to a permanent
permit. Take a look at the prerequisites and request your permit at
delft.nl/kentekentoegang or at our computer for customers at Phoenixstraat 16.
The municipality will decide if you are eligible for an permit based on different criteria.
You will receive a confirmation by e-mail when the permit has been arranged.
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